(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., Sept. 2, 995) So far, the four exponentials conjecture has P Q[X1,..., Xn] of degree <--2 and let been solved only in one special case, namely be a point in V with coordinates in .A ssume that when the transcendence degree of the field which the field Q(/21, /2,) has transcendence degree 1 is spanned by the four logarithms is 1. We pro-over Q. Then 
A generalization of theorem 1 can be
The following result is a variant of Proposiachieved with the same arguments. Here we tion 9.5 of [7] : here, we include derivatives. merely state the result; a complete proof (of a Proposition. Let L be a positive integer, E more general statement) will be given in another and U be positive real numbers with 0 < log E paper. Proof Consider the algebraic group G G a m and identify its tangent space at the origin with C a so that the exponential map exPa of the complex Lie group G(C) (7 (C) be given by expa(Zo zl, z) (Zo; ezl, ez) G(C). The assumption is that the polynomial P vanishes at each point of F(S1) with a multiplicity :> So + 1 along the one-parameter analytic subgroup A expa(W) where W-C (1;a, b We set L= (To+ 1)(T1+ 1) and we choose any ordering of the set of L triples (v, tl, qD(To (To&) + So log (T, So) + T,S,) (T0 + S0) log M (a)
